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9 July 2020 
 
Dear Convener 
  
2018/19 audit of Disclosure Scotland 
 
Thank you for your letter dated 14 April in relation to additional information requested by the 
Committee following our evidence session on the 12 March, where the Committee agreed to write 
to me on issues arising in connection with its ongoing scrutiny of the above Auditor General’s report. 
 
Follow-up information 
 
As you are aware, during the evidence session we committed to providing you with further 
information.  One area the Committee had a particular interest in was the publication of Disclosure 
Scotland minutes.  I can confirm that Disclosure Scotland Board and Disclosure Scotland Audit and 
Risk Committee minutes are now published on the MyGov Scotland website.  An agreement has 
been reached between Disclosure Scotland and Digital Transformation Service that six sets of 
minutes will be displayed and then archived, and that anything older than that can be provided ‘by 
request’.  For transparency, to help customers navigate to the minutes, they are now linked from 
two new tiles on the Disclosure Scotland corporate page: 
https://www.mygov.scot/organisations/disclosure-scotland/. 
 
Disclosure Scotland will be reviewing their website needs and a project is currently underway to 
understand future requirements, and whether MyGov is the best platform to deliver them. 
 
With regard to the discussion about the financial memorandum for the Disclosure (Scotland) Bill, I 
can advise that paragraph 46 of the memorandum gave a cost of £1.5 million for the alpha and 
discovery work.  The alpha and discovery phases will support the preparation of a detailed roadmap 
for the functionality needed to implement the Bill.  This work will also identify the logical sequencing 
of development work and firm up capital requirements for the years ahead, all with a focus on best 
value and ensuring that new technology eliminates inefficiencies and saves resources wherever 
possible.  A crucial aspect of both phases will be engagement with stakeholders. 
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At this early stage, it is not possible to provide an exact phasing of the expenditure needed to deliver 
the Bill.   The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated aspects of the digital agenda within Disclosure 
Scotland by necessity and these innovations will impact on the future pathway for developing 
services.  For example, the Chief Executive of Disclosure Scotland intends to have a digital 
application process in place for all disclosure types by the autumn of 2020, and all disclosures have 
been handled online since the start of the Covid crisis.  The altered landscape for digital delivery in 
Disclosure Scotland will be reprofiled and a new roadmap set out in the latter part of 2020 that charts 
the way forward in the light of recent learning and events.  Much of the delivery of better services 
under present law will also be strategically important for implementing the Bill. 
 
The final costs to implement the Bill will depend upon the engagement with users, which will 
determine the scope and specification of the work to be carried out, and the outcomes of any 
competitive tender with suppliers which will aim to deliver these requirements in a way that obtains 
optimal public value.  As explained in a letter from the Chief Executive of Disclosure Scotland to the 
Education and Skills Committee, copied to PAPLSC, the figures in the financial memorandum are 
appropriate.   
 
During the session I also agreed to provide information about staff resources dealing with assurance 
for the projects covered by the Scottish Government IT assurance framework.  I can advise that the 
Digital Assurance Office has a staffing complement of 12.4 full time equivalents.  The team is 
currently carrying a vacancy and two members of the team have been reprioritised to support the 
Covid-19 response.  The team encompasses Senior Engagement Managers who lead on the 
engagement with major projects and new digital public services and also a support function that 
includes maintenance of the register of digital projects across Central Government organisations.  
While there are currently around 400 projects on the project register, the Digital Assurance Office’s 
effort focuses on the 24 major projects (including the Disclosure Scotland transformation 
programme) which account for 75% of total investment recorded.  The number of major projects has 
remained largely steady over the last few years and the Digital Assurance Office has been in a 
growth state over the same period with all but one post now filled. 
 
 
Lessons learned 
 
In your letter you note that the Committee is interested in the specific lessons that have been 
learned by the Scottish Government in connection with the management and oversight of this ICT 
project.  You asked me to detail these for the Committee for each of the following areas – 
Governance, Financial Reporting, Assessment of Optimism Bias and Programme Management 
and Contingency Planning.  You also asked how the lessons learned in relation to governance and 
reporting are being taken forward and disseminated across agencies and sponsored bodies. 
 
Within Disclosure Scotland lessons have been learned and changes have been made to the 
programme, particularly around control and oversight.  They have taken steps to strengthen 
control and oversight for the implementation of change within the organisation.  This includes the 
appointment of a Change Delivery Advisory Panel (CDAP).  The CDAP is an independent board 
composed of external experts in IT Programme delivery and finance.  They report into the 
Disclosure Scotland Main Board and have oversight of technical delivery, strategy, risk 
management and finance  Since BT exit Disclosure Scotland have established an ‘in house’ 
delivery team.  Taken together, these changes help ensure proper control and accountability over 
the implementation of change.  
 
Disclosure Scotland have been speaking to the Chief Executives of other agencies and are jointly 
commissioning some bespoke training for new Board members of bodies looking at agile delivery.  
This will give an improved range of skills and understanding to public sector boards, enabling them 
to ask the right questions of those on the front line of developing and delivering new IT services. 



 

 

 
 
As stated during my appearance at the committee evidence session, we need to ensure optimism 
bias is not set too low. All Scottish Government projects must adhere to the HM Treasury Green 
Book Guidance for optimism bias and this continues to be the message to those undertaking 
projects and those auditing or reviewing them. There are currently a number of ways optimism 
bias is assessed and reviewed, including  during both Gateway and Technology Assurance 
reviews.  Review teams will consider the overall coherence of business cases and the governance 
surrounding development and approval of the business case.  This includes consideration of 
whether the level of optimism bias looks broadly reasonable and is consistent with HM Treasury 
Green Book guidance.  I return to this below.  
 
Action being taken 
 
Lastly you have asked for additional information in relation to what action is being taken in relation 
to the following:  
 
Details of the training that was provided to agency chief executives 
 
A training session for Accountable Officers, that is Chief Executives of public bodies, took place on 
the 9 October 2019. The training session was developed in order to provide information to help 
those in the role as an Accountable Officer and had a strong emphasis on senior engagement, peer 
learning and practical case studies.  The aim of the training session was to examine accountability 
and what it means in practice; matching resources to priorities; the role of the Portfolio Accountable 
Officer, consider key sponsorship relationships and assurance, building more effective connections, 
looking at arrangements for external scrutiny; and learning from others.   The learning from the Audit 
Scotland report into Disclosure Scotland’s IT transformation project formed the basis of one of the 
case studies, with the Chief Executive and the SG Fraser Figure leading a session, and Audit 
Scotland also involved in the training. 
 
The Scottish Government digital directorate also provides direct support and guidance to senior 
leaders engaged in, or considering, a programme of digital transformation.  They also:  

 run a digital champions programme for senior leaders across the public sector to increase 
understanding of digital – its opportunities and organisational implications 

 Offer support through the Digital Transformation Service, Scottish Digital Academy and 
Digital Commercial Service 

 Undertake ad hoc reviews/assessments as required (e.g. Disclosure Scotland’s Cap 
Gemini review) 
 

Further to this the Scottish Digital Academy also offer a range of training focused on upskilling 
Scottish public servants, including: 

 core and working level courses focused on agile project management.  These are 
practical learning interventions that teach the skills and techniques needed to deliver agile 
programmes successfully.  

 Service Design, Data and public entrepreneurship.  

 coaching activities to support the planning and delivery of digital transformation 
programmes 

 
If Committee members would like to see the range of learning offered by the Academy, more 
information can be found on its website at: https://www.digitalacademy.gov.scot/w/webinars/. 
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Information about the review being undertaken by the Scottish Government into the application of 
optimism bias, including who is leading the review and what is meant by “significant” projects 
 
The Scottish Government takes an integrated approach to the independent assurance of large 
programmes.  Typically this involves an OGC Gateway Review Strategic assessment; this is a 
programme-only review that sets the programme in the wider policy or corporate context.  This 
review investigates the direction and planned outcomes of the programme, together with the 
progress of its constituent projects and the programme business case.  Major digital projects 
within a programme would be assured under the Technology Assurance Framework although 
Gateway Reviews are also part of the integrated approach as appropriate.  Non-digital major 
projects within a programme would be assured under Gateway Review.   
 
In the case of both Gateway and Technology Assurance reviews, review teams consider the overall 
coherence of the business case and the governance surrounding development and approval of the 
business case.  Depending on which type of review is being undertaken, this may include 
consideration of whether the level of optimism bias looks broadly reasonable and is consistent with 
HM Treasury Green Book guidance.  These are short, focussed reviews which are intended to 
identify areas of improvement and to support successful delivery.   
 
To ensure optimism bias is understood and appropriately applied in the preparation of business 
cases and approval processes, our Portfolio Programme and Project Assurance Team (PPPA) are 
issuing a practice note to assurance review team leaders on optimism bias (drawing on the HM 
Treasury Green Book and National Audit Office guidance) which points to good practice, and 
includes reference to the Disclosure Scotland project as an example.   A note drawing together all 
the guidance, documentation, training, clearance processes and assurance that is currently 
available and undertaken on business cases across Scottish Government is also being compiled 
and shared with those responsible for leading on projects and programmes.  We are working on the 
timing and scoping of the wider review into the application of optimism bias and will write to you 
again to confirm when that is underway with further detail. 
 
In this context, significant projects is defined by the Scottish Public Finance Manual: 
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-public-finance-manual/major-investment-projects/major-
investment-projects/ 
 
In what way the Scottish Government is “strengthening” its support and guidance for agencies that 
are undertaking digital transformation 
 
There are a number of ways the Scottish Government is strengthening its support for agencies 
undertaking digital transformation.  The Scottish Government Digital Directorate, through its 
various services, plays a strategic role in leading, overseeing, influencing and co-ordinating activity 
across the public sector to help agencies that are undertaking digital transformation.  These 
services help the Directorate identify and remove common barriers to progress so they are not 
repeated, identifies where things are working well and shares lessons learned.  It helps 
organisations prepare to deliver digital transformation, ensuring they understand the Scottish 
Digital Service Standards, the Scottish Approach to Service Design and the Principles for a Digital 
Future.  New governance models have been introduced to both challenge and support 
organisation that are undertaking digital transformation.  The Directorate provides scarce digital 
skills to help organisations deliver services in the right way and anticipates, although cannot insist, 
that a member of the Digital Directorate is a member of a programme board that involves setting 
up a new organisation or a significant digital investment.  This is to support the Senior Responsible 
Officer and programme director to take actions in line with Scotland’s digital strategy and 
Principles for a Digital Future. 
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Support is also provided by the Digital Commercial Service that improves the way in which 
Scottish Government engages with Tech industries to secure best value for Scottish Government 
and its agencies. 
 
Additionally the Scottish Approach to Service Design provides a comprehensive toolkit to support 
organisations work together to define the problems (engaging fully with users) before moving to 
solutions to ensure a better outcome.  The resource was co-produced by the Digital Directorate 
and other experts across the public sector and offers support from high quality service designers 
on a shared service basis.  The Scottish Government website also provides a range of guidance, 
toolkits and checklists for both agile and waterfall projects. 
 
There is a lot of support for agencies, however, the Central Government Digital Transformation 
Board commissioned a review of progress across 40 bodies within the central government sector, 
which evidences that there is improving capability across organisations, with growing knowledge 
and awareness of the methodologies and benefits of agile development, digital leadership and 
skills.  The Digital Directorate are currently carrying out a follow up review to understand how we 
can do more to support organisations undertaking digital transformation. 
 
Conclusion 
 
I hope this response is helpful and I am grateful for the opportunity to have provided this further 
information to assist the Committee. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Paul Johnston                                                         
    
       
 


